METHOD FOR REMOTELY CONFIGURING USER INTERFACES FOR PORTABLE DEVICES

Abstract: A method of configuring the user interface of a portable electronic device is provided. A user designed user interface is created using authoring tools at a remote server and stored. A remote server file is accessed that stores a user designed user interface. The customized interface is selected and downloaded to the device.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to user interfaces. More particularly, the present invention relates to methods for configuring user interfaces on portable devices.

2. Description of the Related Art

Users of mobile phones and other portable media devices are often provided with a panoply of functions available to the user on the device. These portable devices often have display screens, such as LCD screens used to apprise the user of various settings and applications available on the device. Icons are often used to help the user navigate through the mobile device settings, tools, and data sources.

Unfortunately, most users at a particular time only desire to access a small subset of the device's settings, tools, and other functions. Oftentimes, these functions are available only after the user navigates several higher levels of the visual hierarchy. That is, the functions the user wants aren't readily accessible and are often hidden in a hierarchy of display screens. For example, they may be difficult to find because they
are camouflaged by numerous unwanted functions/icons. Unfortunately, most portable electronic devices provide the user with only very limited flexibility to reconfigure the user interface to his liking.

What is desired is an improved method for allowing users to create the user interface desired.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

To achieve the foregoing, the present invention provides a method of configuring the user interface of a portable electronic device from a remote server.

In accordance with one embodiment, a method of configuring the user interface of a portable electronic device is provided. A remote server is accessed. The remote server may be a web page with accessible authoring tools. The remote server file provides interactive instructions for the design of a portable device user interface. By accessing the tools available from the web page, the user customizes the design of the user interface. The customized design at least includes selecting at least one icon and selecting the appearance position of the icon in a hierarchy of display screens. Preferably, the customized design is assigned to a user template. The template is stored at the remote server. The device accesses the stored file over the internet and updates its user interface configuration.

In accordance with another embodiment, a method of configuring the user interface of a portable electronic device includes using the portable device to communicate with a remote server that contains at least one user interface template previously customized for the unique portable electronic device. A user interface template is selected from a grouping having at least one user interface templates. The
selected user interface template is downloaded to the portable device, wherein after
downloading the portable device user interface is configured in conformance with the
customized design corresponding to the selected user interface template.

These and other features and advantages of the present invention are described
below with reference to the drawings.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of configuring a user interface
in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating examples user interface display options
available in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a system for modifying a user interface of a
portable device in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating user interface options for a portable device in
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS**

Reference will now be made in detail to preferred embodiments of the
invention. Examples of the preferred embodiments are illustrated in the
accompanying drawings. While the invention will be described in conjunction with
these preferred embodiments, it will be understood that it is not intended to limit the
invention to such preferred embodiments. On the contrary, it is intended to cover
alternatives, modifications, and equivalents as may be included within the spirit and
scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims. In the following
description, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough
understanding of the present invention. The present invention may be practiced without some or all of these specific details. In other instances, well known mechanisms have not been described in detail in order not to unnecessarily obscure the present invention.

It should be noted herein that throughout the various drawings like numerals refer to like parts. The various drawings illustrated and described herein are used to illustrate various features of the invention. To the extent that a particular feature is illustrated in one drawing and not another, except where otherwise indicated or where the structure inherently prohibits incorporation of the feature, it is to be understood that those features may be adapted to be included in the embodiments represented in the other figures, as if they were fully illustrated in those figures. Unless otherwise indicated, the drawings are not necessarily to scale. Any dimensions provided on the drawings are not intended to be limiting as to the scope of the invention but merely illustrative.

Many features of a user interface are contemplated and configured by the manufacture for the universal use of the device. Unfortunately, users presently are not able to design or configure the user interfaces of portable electronic devices. That is, configuration changes for a mobile phone (MP), or handheld media devices like the Creative Zen or an iPod is not available to the user except for some basic options, that is, adding or deleting pre-defined functions.

Moving forward, as the mobile phones and personal digital entertainment (PDE) devices incorporate more connectivity like USB-OTG, Wifi, Wimax, WAN like 3G, HSDPA etc. and technologies like GPS, DVB-H, the pre-defined menu may
not suit the user. To configure these devices from the PC is also limiting as the PC needs to have the application loaded on the PC.

The present invention in several embodiments provides a solution to this problem. By using a communications link to a predefined URL corresponding to a remote server, the user configures his MP/PDE interface and properties on a personalized page on the web. This can be done using any device that has a web interface. The stored configuration may then be accessed by the device. For example, the communications link for updating the device is established in one embodiment by the mobile phone's (MP), or personal digital entertainment device's (PDE's) connectivity to the internet. The device may connect directly through a router or indirectly through a PC. Preferably, the MP/PDE device is configured such that it will automatically connect to a pre-defined uniform resource locator (URL). This pre-defined URL in one embodiment is preset at the factory or systems integrator (SI) or reseller or a technical consultant. The MP/PDE has a unique ID for connecting to the URL. When connected, the PDE takes the user to his/her own page.

The present invention embodiments provide a method and system for configuring user interfaces for presentation to a user on portable electronic devices such as a personal digital assistant (PDA), mobile phone, or personal digital entertainment device (PDE). Preferably, these are configured using a remote server.

In accordance with one embodiment, a method of configuring the user interface of a portable electronic device is provided. A remote server is accessed. The remote server may be a web page with accessible authoring tools. The remote server file provides interactive instructions for the design of a portable device user interface. By accessing
the tools available from the web page, the user customizes the design of the user interface.

The present invention is intended to be used without limitation with all forms of user interfaces. User interfaces on portable devices may be defined in a variety of ways. For example, the user interface may be defined in one or more user interface definition files. These files mainly hold the look and feel generated by the device. The files defining the look and feel of the user interface are preferably designed using the authoring tools on a remote server, the functioning of the customized UI verified using simulations provided on the remote server, and the configuration or template corresponding to the customized UI downloaded to the device over a communication link between the device and the web site (i.e., the remote server).

The software that generates a user interface varies in complexity from application to application. The scope of the present invention is intended to cover all forms of user interfaces without limitation. The following example of user interface definition files is intended to be merely illustrative of one type of definition and is not intended to be limiting.

User interface definition files may vary in size. For example, the user interface definition files for a portable media player (PMP) may be quite large as there are many screens, popup menus, views, etc. to define.

In some applications, the user interface is defined as a collection of graphical elements referred to as widgets. Widgets are user interface components that take up screen space. These may be of various types such as a box, text, font, color, table, icon, photo, etc. User interface components typically have two parts: a set of
properties and a set of behaviors, e.g., how it responds to events such as a user depressing a button on the device. Example properties for a widget include its position, size, and visibility.

The screens that make up the user interface form part of a visual hierarchy where widgets contain other widgets, etc. The hierarchy plays two important organizational roles: It determines the drawing order and the order the widgets see the events (key presses).

A table widget presents a one or two dimensional table of scrollable data for the user to browse and select. A table widget holds the list of menu items and a slider widget holds the scroll bar, if needed by the table. The contents to be displayed are provided by a data source such as a fixed list of items. A common user interface paradigm for devices with very limited input capability (just buttons with no mouse or touch screen) is to present the user with a one or two dimensional list of text and/or icons to navigate around. The list will scroll vertically, if necessary, and an action is performed by pressing a non navigation key.

Other examples of widgets include an icon widget which displays an image (from, for example, a jpg file) within the rectangular region defined by the widget. The image can be positioned within the rectangular region. The text widget will display one line of text within the rectangular region defined by the widget. The slider widget will display a linear slider or scroll bar where a slider moves over a background image to emulate a physical slider control. Sliders can also be used to show the position within a table of the displayed items; to emulate a slider control for
...graphics equalizer, volume, etc.; and as a progress indicator, perhaps to show how much of a song has been played.

While it is expected that the user customization of the user interface using the remote server will include the selection of icons and the association of these icons with the visual hierarchy displayed, i.e., association of the widget or icon with a particular display screen in a sequence of display screens, the invention is not so limited. Other functions can be defined in a user interface using the tools on the remote server. For example, selecting in a first screen a menu item generates another screen corresponding to the selection. A number of visual effects can be used to make the transition from one screen to another more interesting. These effects are numerous and can include: none, dissolve, and slide Down. In one embodiment, visual effects such as these can be selected by the user at the remote server. In fact, there is no limitation as to the user interface design effects that can be selected or determined by the user through the remote server and its tools.

FIG. 1 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of configuring a user interface in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. The method commences at operation 100. In operation 102, the user first defines how he wants the device to appear, using tools on the web. Preferably, the user’s choices involve the use of a set of predefined icons. For example, in configuring a mobile phone, some of the predefined icons available may include a picture folder, a phonebook, a phonebook subdirectory, ring volume, etc.

At the website, the user defines the look and feel of the device user interface, preferably involving in one embodiment at least selecting predefined icons to simulate...
desired functions. User interfaces for portable electronic devices often involve an LCD display screen and present menus and other options to the user through a sequence of display screens. That is, the user interface often involves a visual hierarchy. The user customizes the visual hierarchy using the website tools and then accesses (for updating) the stored user interface definition file or other configuration file or template by using a communications link between the device and the remote server website. In this way the user interface of the device is updated.

Next, in operation 104, the user simulates the function of the GUI from the defined icons. By determining which icons appear and/or don’t appear on which display screens, a customized UI representation may be defined and simulated.

The user determines in operation 106 whether the graphical user interface (GUI) works as intended by the user-designer. If the simulation is not successful, i.e., the user determines that he doesn’t like the simulated functioning of the GUI, the process flow returns to operation 104 where the user maneuvers the selected icons to change the visual functioning of the GUI. The process flow may even return to selecting further predefined icons or deleting some of the icons previously selected by the user.

If the user determines in operation 106 that the device user interface functions and displays as intended, the configuration designed by the user is saved on the website. It is preferred that only users will have access to their customized designs, hence access to the customized design may be limited by user ID's, passwords, or any other suitable means familiar to those of skill in the relevant arts. The website may be set up such that the user may store only one configuration. More preferably, the user is
enabled to store a plurality of configurations or templates. For example, where the portable electronic device is a mobile phone, the user may want to define several templates for different uses. He may have a vacation template, wherein the primary access in the user interface is provided for restaurants, hotels, and activities at the vacation location. There may be a second template provided for "Business trip A" which includes selection, positioning, and ordering of icons and other interface features customized for the business trip A needs and contacts. There may be a third template that defines the user interface features and priorities in normal business and a fourth customized for socializing uses.

As noted above, the configuration of the user interface may be derived from a stored user interface definition file. The process flow proceeds to operation 108 wherein the device is connected to the website.

In operation 108, the user connects the device to the website where the configuration or template(s) is stored. The communications link between the portable device and the website where the customized configuration or templates are located may be any suitable link. That is, the device may communicate indirectly through a PC to the internet or more preferably directly, such as by using a WiFi connection or, in the case of a mobile phone, a wireless 3G data connection. The portable device is preferably configured with the URL for the website where the tools are provided.

This configuration of the device for automatic access to the URL may be provided at any time in the product development process such as by the manufacturer or systems integrator or reseller or a technical consultant. For that matter, the URL may be
provided even after sale to the consumer, for example in a firmware update or as an 
option by an independent 3rd party.

The device is then updated by the website in operation 110. Where only one 
configuration is stored, the website and device may be configured such that updating 
occurs automatically upon access to the website by the device. Alternatively, where a 
plurality of configurations or templates are stored at the website, the user may be 
prompted for an input selection from the plurality.

In operation 112, the updating of the device is complete and the custom 
defined GUI functions on the device. The method ends at operation 114.

In one embodiment, selecting the user interface template also involves the 
gathering and presentation of associated data that appears on the display screen of the 
user interface of the portable device when in use. For a non-limiting example, when 
traveling, a user might want to select a user interface template customized by 
geographical location. For example, a user might select a "London" template and with 
that, a customized list of London business contacts that appear in connection with a 
"phone directory" icon that appears on the center of the screen of the portable device.

In another embodiment, the portable device and system are configured to 
provide automatic updating of at least one of the user's customized UI templates such 
as a "business travel" template. According to this method the portable device 
automatically determines its worldwide location, for example in the case of a mobile 
phone through GPS coordinates or some cellphone network identification. Once the 
portable device determines that it has moved to a location that is a preselected 
distance from the last used location, a query is run to determine if a user template for
the new location is provided in the stored user interface templates. If so, the new template is loaded, preferably from the server by alternatively in local storage in the device.

In yet another one embodiment, the portable device may be configured to provide updates of associated data presented in the UI display screens. For example, after the user has selected a UI template, the portable device may be configured to automatically access stored data to populate the lists associated with icons. For example, the business travel template could automatically (when the user has activated this mode) download from the remote server a top twenty list of restaurants to associate with the restaurant icon that appears in the top left of the "business travel" template, the top twenty list preferably matching the location of the portable device, the location information preferably automatically provided by the device. Those of ordinary skill in the relevant arts will be familiar with methods for identifying present locations of portable devices including through the use of GPs (Global Position System) receivers and hence complete details will not be provided herein.

The same automatic updating to fill the user's selected template could apply to typical business traveler needs such as "lodging lists" (either generic lists of hotels or the user's customized picks). In the preferred embodiment, the automatic updating wouldn't need to access the remote server but could instead be used as a filter to locally stored contacts, restaurants, lodging, entertainment, etc. Of course, in another embodiment, the associated traveler information such as contacts, restaurants, lodging, entertainment, etc. is obtained by the portable device form the remote server where the user interface templates are created and stored. .
For a nonlimiting example as to illustrating the use of this embodiment, as a traveler changes cities, for example flying from New York to London, and the traveler had preselected the "business travel" template, the content associated with the displayed icons would change when the device detected the new location. Further, when the traveler embarked from London to another location, for example a vacation in Thailand, he would use the device to access from the remote server device a "recreational travel" template that would include a different UI presentation, for example, that included a large icon for tourist sites.

Of course, the scope of the invention also covers situations where the unique user interfaces customized for the unique portable device are created by people other than the user. For example, a user's assistant or associate may create a unique user interface template for the user and load or save it onto the remote server for access by the user. In this way, emergency travel situations can be accommodated by the remote access. For example, the user may be given last minute traveling orders without time to generate a custom user interface for the new travel destination. Here, the associate can load or save a newly generated user interface template, for example, when the user is traveling, such as in distant airline travel. When the user disembarks from the plane, he can then access the newly generated or saved UI from the remote server. Access to the remote server for the unique portable device is preferably provided by a unique ID associated with the portable device.

FIG. 2A illustrates example user interface display screens 200, 210, and 220 such as might be applicable on a display 302 of a mobile phone such as illustrated in FIG. 3A. By configuring the user interface in the manner described, the user can
specify one or more templates for storage on the personalized website for updating the mobile phone. For example, FIG. 2A illustrates a table type main menu in screen 200, with multiple text entries 202 shown and visual access to others provided by a slider 204. In accordance with the present invention, a user can configure a plurality of templates on the remote server so that the mobile phone user interface can be reconfigured on the fly using a connection from the device to the internet and the remote server. For a non-limiting example, a first or main screen 210 may be the user's choice for use on a business trip. This main screen includes icons representing readily used functions/operations on the business trip such as a calendar 216, restaurants 218, an alarm clock 212, and contacts at the business destination 214. Alternatively, a "vacation" user interface configuration can include a main screen 220 that includes icons for quick access to restaurants 224 (phone numbers) at the vacation destination, stored music 226, and a predefined phone subdirectory 222. In this way, the user can access the stored templates or user interface definition files at any point, even arrival at the airport of the destination. In a preferred embodiment, the templates are accessed over the internet. Alternatively, and somewhat depending on the device storage capabilities, the templates may be stored locally on the device. FIG. 2B illustrates example user interface display screens 230 and 240 such as might be applicable on a display 312 of a portable media player such as player 310 illustrated in FIG. 3. A first user may have a preference for main screen access to music 232 and recording of voice 234 (for example for weekend use) whereas during a work schedule may have a preference for different functions appearing on the main screen 240, such as FM radio 248, office functions 246, videos 244, and music 242. These
display screens are only intended to be illustrative and not limiting. It is further understood that all features of the user interface may be modified in this manner including but not limited to the number of display screens in the sequence as well as the features displayed in each of display screens following the main (or first) screen.

As illustrated in FIG. 3, the portable media player 310 is configured to update the user interface by accessing the remote server 320 storing the templates over the internet 322, for example by wirelessly connecting 316 to a wireless hub 318. In one embodiment, the media player 310 or other portable device 300 (such as a wireless phone) includes a "quick-connect" button 304 or 314 respectively that upon activation of the button automatically connects to the storage location that includes a plurality of templates (user interface definition files) for selection by the user for updating the user interface that is displayed using the respective display screens (302, 312) on the portable device.

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating user interface options for a portable device in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. Once the remote server 320 is accessed from preferably any internet capable device (e.g., a PC), the authoring tools residing on the remote server may be invoked. Screen 402 illustrates exemplary authoring tool screens provided to the user. For example, the user can choose between several UI configuration options 403, including at least the creation of a NEW UI template and selection from Saved UI templates. One advantage of making the author tools accessible form any internet capable device is flexibility. That is, the user is not limited to the smaller screen of the portable device but instead can use the larger screen capabilities of the PC (or other device) in interacting with the remote
server's UI authoring tools, as well as the convenience of selection tools such as a computer mouse. The authoring tools are preferably configured to allow the user to run a simulation of the UI that the user has created. Preferably, this simulation would provide a demonstration of the user interface in operation, for example on the display screen of the device that accessed the remote server and its authoring tools.

Display screen 410 in FIG. 4 illustrates a sample display screen form a sample authoring tool, i.e., an example of menu options available to the user in creating a new User Interface template. The options 411 preferably available to the user can include (but are not limited to) selecting a background (wallpaper) for the portable device UI, selecting icons, selecting actions, and running a simulation of the proposed UI template design. One advantage of allowing the user to create the UI design for his portable device is that he can control how the portable device responds, i.e., how he can dictate the way the portable device acts in response to user actions such as selection of items such as icons. Typically a first step of the process involves selecting icons and selecting corresponding actions. For example (non-limiting) actions that may be associated with an icon include playing a song, displaying a selected data list such as restaurants and hotels, or providing navigation functions. The actions that may be associated with selecting an icon or other menu item is the display of a second display screen, which too can include icons and menus.

Once the user interface has been created, the user can save the user interface template file, either at the remote location, a second remote location, or locally. The local saved locations can include preferably the portable device but in other embodiments can include a second local location such as the hard drive of a PC.
available to the user. These examples of remote and local storage locations for UI
template files are intended to be exemplary and not limiting as to the scope of the
present invention.

As described earlier, the user created UI is preferable configured to provide
filtering by at least geographic location, and more preferably by location and time. For
example, as known to those of skill in the relevant arts, a user location can be
determined or approximated by either WiFi triangulation or by Cellular phone (i.e.,
wireless phone) triangulation. Using either the space (location) parameter or time
parameter, the user interface can intelligently be configured to, for example, display
"Breakfast" restaurants in Venice, California when the user is driving in the
proximity of Venice, CA in the morning hours and alternately display "Dinner"
restaurants in Ventura when the user is later that day driving through Ventura,
California. Accordingly, the user interface can be configured not only in the icons
selected, the sequential presentation of display screens, but also in the time and
location filtering of data items related to selected categories as described above.

Although the foregoing invention has been described in some detail for
purposes of clarity of understanding, it will be apparent that certain changes and
modifications may be practiced within the scope of the appended claims.
Accordingly, the present embodiments are to be considered as illustrative and not
restrictive, and the invention is not to be limited to the details given herein, but may
be modified within the scope and equivalents of the appended claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A method of configuring the user interface of a portable electronic device, the method comprising:
   - accessing a remote server file that provides interactive instructions for the design of a portable device user interface;
   - customizing the design of the user interface using the interactive instructions;
   - assigning the customized design to a user interface template; and
   - storing the user interface template at the remote server.

2. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein customizing the design of the user interface comprises selecting at least one icon and selecting the appearance position in a hierarchy of display screens.

3. The method as recited in claim 2 further comprising providing a communications link between the portable device and the remote server and downloading the user interface template to the portable device, wherein after downloading the portable device user interface is configured in conformance with the customized design corresponding to the selected user interface template.

4. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein the accessing of the remote server file comprises using a PC to access tools available on the web.

5. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein the portable device is one of a PDA, handheld media device, and mobile phone.

6. The method as recited in claim 3 wherein the communications link includes at least one of Wifi, Wimax, USB, and WAN links.
7. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein the portable device is configured to automatically connect to a predefined URL corresponding to the remote server.

8. The method as recited in claim 7 wherein access to the user interface template is controlled using a unique ID assigned to one of the user the user and the portable device.

9. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein the customizing includes selecting the shortcuts that appear in a first menu display screen, the number of display screens presented sequentially after the first, and the content of the display screens of the user interface.

10. The method as recited in claim 9 wherein the shortcuts are represented by one of text and icons.

11. A method of configuring the user interface of a portable electronic device, the method comprising:

   using the portable device to communicate with a remote server that contains at least one user interface template previously customized for a unique portable electronic device;

   selecting at least one of the at least one user interface templates; and

   downloading the selected user interface template to the portable device, wherein after downloading the portable device user interface is configured in conformance with the customized design corresponding to the selected user interface template.

12. The method as recited in claim 11 wherein the remote server is accessed over the internet.
13. The method as recited in claim 11 wherein selecting the user interface template is performed automatically based on location information provided by the portable device.

14. The method as recited in claim 11 wherein location dependant data associated with a selected user interface template is used to update the user interface displayed items in conjunction with a location of the portable device.

15. The method as recited in claim 14 wherein the display of data associated with the portable device user interface is filtered by at least one of time value and a geographic location value.

16. The method as recited in claim 15 wherein the portable device is configured to automatically provide at least one of the time value and a geographic location value to control the user interface configuration.

17. A portable electronic device comprising:

   a transceiver module configured to communicate with a remote server that contains at least one user interface template previously customized for the portable electronic device; and
   
   a processor configured to select at least one of the at least one user interface templates and to download the selected user interface template to the portable device, wherein after downloading the portable device user interface is configured in conformance with the customized design corresponding to the selected user interface template.
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